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Abstract 

 
With the U.S. Geological Survey’s (USGS) goal to establish a seamless nationwide geologic map through 

the U.S. Geo-Framework Initiative, the West Virginia Geological and Economic Survey (WVGES) has un-

dertaken a project to integrate current bedrock geologic mapping with adjacent areas recently mapped by 

USGS geologists under the FEDMAP program into a seamless, high resolution geologic map of southeast-

ern West Virginia. With a particular focus on the Greenbrier Valley Karst System, WVGES is working to 

create a geologic map that differentiates the individual carbonate units of the Mississippian-age Greenbrier 

Group from Central Pocahontas County, WV through the southern end of Greenbrier County, WV. The pri-

mary goal of this mapping is to map the Greenbrier Group at formational level and to further define areas of 

karst development within the units. Current work shows that karst development can occur within all of the 

Greenbrier Group, but karst features (especially caves) tend to concentrate within the Union and Hillsdale 

Limestones. South of Greenbrier County, the USGS mapped the entirety of Monroe County, WV (including 

the Greenbrier Group). Completion of this mapping by both entities has created an opportunity for integra-

tion of geologic data over a significant area between agencies. Prior to the seamless integration with the 

USGS, WVGES is working to create an internal, seamless Enterprise Dataset that will contain all of the 

1:24,000 scale geologic mapping that has been completed within the state. In concert with the creation of 

this seamless Enterprise Dataset WVGES will also be implementing the new GeMS schema on new map-

ping and the backlog of digital geologic maps created in the past. Our GeMS workflow has been evolving, 

as our understanding of the schema has expanded, and our current methodology reflects the most up-to-date 

iteration. Updating the WVGES workflow and geologic map databases, as well as map compilation in coor-

dination with the USGS will work towards achieving the completion of a nationwide geologic map.  

This image of a cave formed in the Union Limestone illustrates the ease with 

which dissolution occurs within this unit. It is not unusual for active stream 

passages to become quite voluminous. Photo by Ryan Maurer. 

The Union Limestone (purple and displaying many sinkholes) is a much 

more soluble unit than the Pickaway Limestone (green) as evidenced by the 

significantly higher density of sinkholes here in the area of Richlands, WV. 

The Spring Creek Cenotes are large interconnected karst springs that 

drain the Droop Mountain area (approximately 8 miles to the north) in-

cluding the second largest cave system in the state at just over 50 

miles. These cenotes are the largest karst features developed in the 

Denmar Formation in this area. Satellite imagery from the WVU GIS Technical Center. 

The Spring Creek Cenotes 

Scale is approximately 1:1,000 

GeMS Conversion 

Developing an Enterprise Geodatabase 
 - Allows for integration of discrete polygons from individual legacy 

 maps. 

 - Creates an interactive environment for edge-matching legacy geologic 

 data. 

 - All datasets integrated in GeMS compliant formats with the appropriate 

 non-spatial tables. 

 - Will allow for seamless future mapping as all relevant data will be

 contained in one place. 

 

Future Developments 
 - Standardize field data collection through the use of the Form-Builder 

 capabilities in ESRI’s ArcGIS Online apps. 

 - Integration of GeMS-compliant fields within Form-Builder that will 

 minimize the need for field data conversion. 

 - Continue current edge-matching corrections both within  the state of 

 West Virginia and by working with adjoining states’ mapping programs. 

The Pickaway Limestone is typically a poor karst former but here, 

along the Frankford Fault, a line of prominent sinkholes has been 

formed by taking advantage of the increased, fault-generated porosity. 
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This image shows the heavily deformed Maccrady Shale on 

the eastern flank of the Williamsburg Anticline. 

The Geologic Map Schema (or GeMS for short) is a new, standardized data schema that the USGS has implemented as a re-

quirement for all geologic maps produced with their funding. The implementation of the GeMS model requires additional 

fields associated with geospatial data (see below) as well as the inclusion of non-spatial tables that describe data sources and 

unit lithology, among other things. 

The 100’+ tall Maxwelton Blind Valley is the sink point for Cove 

Creek which enters the largest known cave system in the state 

(currently 51+ miles) at the Hillsdale Limestone-Maccrady Formation 

contact. This cave system is known to drain 60+ square miles and the 

water eventually resurges 11 miles away along the Greenbrier River. 

Photo by George Dasher. 

The table above shows the attribute data of the former WVGES data 

schema for contact lines while the table to the right shows the updated 

attribute fields for the same contact line following conversion to the 

new USGS GeMS data schema. While they both contain some of the 

same data (highlighted in green) the GeMS schema also contains a sig-

nificant number of added fields including FGDC symbology, expanded 

confidence information and the original source(s) of the data. Similarly, 

the table below shows the attribute data of the former WVGES data 

schema for unit polygons while the table to the lower right shows the 

updated GeMS data schema for unit polygons. 
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